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Important Syllabus Highlights

Supplies Needed
➔ OCA Issued Laptop (charged) 

with charger
➔ Pen or Pencil (no red/pink)
➔ Colored Pencils
➔ Highlighters
➔ 3-ring binder (1.5 inches) with 

5 tab dividers
➔ Earbuds/headphones that fit 

into laptop port or can be 
connected via bluetooth to the 
laptop

➔ Loose-leaf paper
➔ Student Workbook (Provided)

Grading

Tests/Projects 50%

Quizzes 30%

Classwork 20%

All activities are designed to be in 
completed in class unless 

otherwise noted by the teacher. 

Late Work & Make Up
Late Work - counted as 50% off. 
Accepted up until the Unit Test.

Makeup Work -

● If it was assigned when 
present, it is due upon arrival 
back to class. 

● If it was assigned when absent, 
students have 3 days to 
complete the work. 

● Tests/Quizzes must be made 
up upon arrival back to class

● Work cannot be made up for 
UNEXCUSED absences. 



Have your homework 
completed, bring a charged 

laptop, 

Tips To Be Successful In This Course

Communicate

Let your teachers know if 
you will be missing class 

ahead of time or if there is 
something going on that is 

impacting your learning. 

Participate

You will get the most out of 
the course the more you 

volunteer in class, actively 
pay attention, and take 

good notes

Be Prepared Be Respectful

Respect the teacher, your 
classmates, and the ideas of 

others
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My Favorite Unit

I love learning about 
about trigonometry 
because it gives our 
students a look into 
how this skill is used 
to design buildings 

to ensure their safety 
and structure.

I love teaching about 
the relationship 

between angles and 
the characteristics of 
circles. I believe these 
topics  are useful for 

everyday life and 
trades. 

I enjoy the unit on 
special right triangles. 

The 30/60/90 and 
45/45/90 is one of the 
most helpful concepts 
that the students learn 

in any math class
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Office Hours

7:00am - 7:30am

2:40pm - 4:00 pm

arobinson@landsharks.org

7:30 - 9:15 AM

11:45 - 12:30 by appointment

ckempinski@landsharks.org

7:00am - 7:30am

3:30pm - 4:00pm

sdavies@landsharks.org


